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I don’t remember when I heard the term Go-To-Market Strategy ("GTM Strategy“) for
the first time, but it must have been years after having started working as a sales
manager in my first job, probably around the time when I assumed my first role in a
medical device startup.

Having been in front of and interacted with thousands of corporate customers before
being exposed to the concept at all, I didn’t realize until quite recently that there is so
much confusion among early-stage ventures about what a go-to-market strategy is or
what it isn’t. Time to tidy up with some myths and hopefully shed some light on the
topic! 

True or false? 
GTM strategy is about marketing & sales at pre-revenue stage.

whom to target, what processes or procedures to improve, and where
how you create and deliver value to your customers, and being able to quantify it
how you and your customers get paid
and how all of that is going to be turned into an MVP with high product-market-fit
… that you then MUST actually sell to show market traction before launch

Correct. But it goes far beyond that! Having a solid GTM strategy means
understanding

In other words: Building a solid go-to-market strategy includes aspects of marketing,
sales, product development, business model & pricing, clinical trials, regulations, and
more. It is true that once you are either very close (maybe 6 months) to or aftermarket
entry, you will start to have an elaborate marketing strategy, sales strategy, product
strategy, etc. - which will replace your GTM strategy as you launch and scale-up. But
in the pre-revenue stages, your go-to-market strategy is the brain of the operation, not
just the muscle!
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False. Your product launch plan tells you how to bring an (almost) done product to the
market. It’s a very important section of your marketing strategy. But a GTM strategy
should start way before you are allowed to worry about that - it helps you achieve
great product-market fit BEFORE you are on the market. In other words: It helps you
make sure that what you launch is actually the MVP and generates sales traction, not
another prototype that customers won’t pay for. 

True or false?
GTM strategy is more or less identical to a product launch plan.

True or false? 
Thinking about GTM strategy can be dangerously distracting for founders.
What is your main mission as a tech founder? To make your venture a commercial
success and reach patients! You cannot reach patients if you are unable to raise
money and/or if you are unable to sell and scale-up. Hence, this statement is false. In
my eyes, there is no alternative to having a solid commercial game plan pre-revenue,
especially in health tech! In most cases, you cannot raise sufficient capital to develop
your product and launch if you don’t show market traction, and without working
diligently on achieving great product-market fit, generating market traction won’t be
feasible. Yes, developing a solid GTM strategy is time-consuming and many founders
would rather spend time in R&D, but there is no alternative to it if your end goal is to
reach a large number of patients in the long run.
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Wrong. Your GTM strategy should inform what R&D is doing, not the other way round.
If you spend all your pre-seed money on development and then realize the output is
not your MVP and won’t generate sales traction, it’s quite likely game over. Only when
your GTM strategy goes hand-in-hand with your R&D pipeline, you will be sure to set
the right priorities in development, develop the right technology, perform the right
clinical studies, etc.
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True or false? 
Your GTM strategy should be driven by product development

True or false? 
Your GTM strategy should be based on your current business plan

False. It is the other way round! If you write a beautiful business plan, but your pricing,
reimbursement strategy, customer targeting, and value proposition are all based on
hunches, assumptions, and beliefs, this likely won’t make you investable. In fact, if you
DO get an investment, but your GTM strategy cannot be taken at face value, make
sure to absolutely expedite the development of your GTM strategy in order to spend
your money on the right priorities and preserve your runway!

True or false? 
Your GTM strategy should be based on your current business plan

This is tough to generalize, as development time varies widely between ventures. But I
tend to think that this statement is true for most projects. As long as you are still
operating in a grant-based, fundamental-research-driven academic setting, it may be a
bit early to spend a few weeks to a few months on building your GTM strategy. But as
soon as you are either a few months from major R&D investments or less than 12
months from having to raise your seed or series A round, I find it vital to deep-dive on
GTM strategy.
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Think of it this way: A solid GTM strategy will help you raise more money, faster, and
at a higher valuation. It will increase your RoI in development, it will jump-start your
pre-revenue sales traction, and it will help you develop or hire the right talent and
expertise. The only other thing that can do that for you is money and/or time!
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How comfortable are you when you pitch your GTM strategy to investors?

How is your current project evolving, and how confident are you about your current
GTM strategy? Do you know its major gaps? Are you confident that you are going to
close your next funding round in time and at the valuation, you are aiming for? And are
you certain that you spend your tight R&D budget developing a product that will be
bought and paid for?
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